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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 We act on behalf of Cantium (Durington) Ltd and PAVF Second Nominees Ten Ltd, the freeholders 
of a site at The Causeway, Worthing.  The site is located approximately 2.5km to the north west of 
the town centre.  It is immediately boarded by Field Place Parade (part of The Strand 
neighbourhood centre) to the north, with the Primary Care Trust (PCT) offices and the Durrington-
on-Sea railway station lying immediately to the south.   

1.2 The site extends to approximately 0.85 ha.  At present, it comprises three distinct elements – a 9-
storey office tower, a 2-storey ancillary building and a decked car park.  In total, the buildings 
extend to 8,076 sq.m and are supported by approximately 300 car parking spaces.  The offices 
were formerly occupied by Lloyds, but have been vacant since early 2009. Vehicular and 
pedestrian access, to the site, is from The Causeway. 

1.3 The entire site falls within the Area of Change no. 10 and, to this extent, we have previously 
submitted representations – to the submission Core Strategy – in respect of policies 2, 6, 7 and 
8.  Latterly, we have also been engaging with the Council to agree a joint statement for the 
purposes of the Examination and, further, to facilitate minor amendments to Area of Change 10. 
This statement supplements our case, in respects of all these matters, in the context of the 
relevant issues, and questions, being posed by the Inspector.   
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2 ISSUE 2: WHETHER THE OVERALL SPATIAL STRATEGY IS SOUND HAVING REGARD TO THE 
CONTEXT AND NEEDS OF THE BOROUGH 

 
(i) Does the Core Strategy provide a clear spatial vision for the Borough? 
(ii) Will the plan achieve balanced and sustainable development across the 

Borough in accordance with national policy? 
(iii) Is the approach in the Core Strategy consistent with the requirement in PPS12 

that it should make clear spatial choices about where development should go 
in broad terms? 

2.1 The Core Strategy, insofar as it relates to the Areas of Change, does provide a clear spatial 
direction for Worthing, responding to the overall vision and key strategic objectives that the 
document identifies. It is envisaged that the Strategy will achieve a balanced and sustainable 
approach to development, on the basis that it places priority on “regeneration and the reuse of 
previously developed land”. This leads to the Council identifying twelve locations across the 
Borough (excluding West Durrington) and this approach is consistent with the requirement of 
national policy (PPS12) to make clear spatial choices about where new development is directed.  

 
(iv) Does the strategy include sufficient flexibility to enable the necessary level of 

growth to be delivered in the light of changing economic circumstances? 

2.2 It is noted, under paragraph 5.10 of the Core Strategy, that the “delivery of new education 
facilities for Worthing College…” will be “facilitated by redevelopment of sites at the Strand” and 
that “regeneration of office space at the Strand…” can support and enhance “the existing mix of 
uses”. 

2.3 These references are considered sufficiently flexible (to deliver growth in changing economic 
circumstances), on the grounds that they do not prescribe office use as the dominant activity (nor 
preclude other activities) in the context of a range of uses at the Strand which comprise, amongst 
others, retail and residential development. That said, however, it would be concerning if the 
spatial strategy can be interpreted to imply that regeneration will/must be delivered through an 
office led scheme in respect of our client’s land holdings at the former Lloyds Registrars 
building(s). It is for this reason that we made representations, on behalf of our client, in respect of 
Core Strategy policies 7 and 8, thereby promoting the case for a mix of uses (including 
residential) as being appropriate.  The latest amendments, to Area of Change 10 (as agreed with 
the Council), assist in clarifying this position by providing a framework for properly assessing, 
rather than pre-determining, the content of future applications.  
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3 ISSUE 3: WHETHER THE PLAN MAKES SOUND PROVISION FOR HOUSING IN TERMS OF 
NUMBERS AND DISTRIBUTION 

 
(i) Is there evidence to support the number of new homes to be provided in order 

to meet future needs? 

3.1 The evidence base, compiled in respect of the Regional Spatial Strategy, concluded that 4,000 
net additional dwellings (200 per annum) would need to be provided in Worthing Borough, in the 
period to 2026, in order to meet housing need. It is understood that, in response to the 
Government’s revocation of Regional Spatial Strategies, the Borough Council proposes to stand 
by the 4,000 “target”. This approach appears the right one and, in the context of local 
circumstances, the target should certainly not be any less (primarily because of the Council’s 
evidence base and, further, in recognition that the 4,000 figure has previously been “tested” 
under an earlier process and found to be appropriate). 

 
(ii) Are the broad locations identified for the supply of new housing the most 

appropriate when considered against all reasonable alternatives? 

3.2 The indentification of the Strand area, for housing use, is entirely appropriate. This is because 
there are many opportunities within the area, such as the former Lloyds Registrars building, 
where housing can be delivered through recycling urban land in very close proximity to shops, 
services and public transport infrastructure (including Durrington-on-Sea railway Station). In 
essence, housing use in this area will deliver – in part – the aims of the spatial strategy. 

 

(iii) Is there a deliverable five year supply of housing sites? 
(iv) Is there a developable ten year supply of housing sites? 
(v) Is the housing trajectory reasonable and reliable in order to deliver a 

continuous supply of housing land over the Core Strategy period? 

3.3 The Council’s evidence base, particularly the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 
(SHLAA) (March 2009), indicates that there is a deliverable five year supply of housing sites and, 
further, a developable ten year supply.  

3.4 As at 1st April 2008, a total of 1,162 dwellings had planning permission for development in the 
Borough. Of these, about two-thirds are identified as likely to come forward on large sites and the 
remainder are smaller Brownfield opportunities. It is an indication of a healthy supply of housing 
over a five year period. In addition, the SHLAA finds a total of 48 sites with the potential to deliver 
3,250 dwellings in the period through until 2023. The majority of these are likely to be developed 
in the period to 2018, and therefore the evidence as currently available indicates a developable 
ten year supply. This implies that the housing trajectory is reasonable and reliable. 

3.5 That said, the figures do assume the delivery of West Durrington (which is being tested as “an 
issue” in examining the Core Strategy) and, further, make little or no allowance for - inter alia - the 
non-delivery of consented schemes. This indicates that the Council should maximise the yield 
arising from sites that are “unfettered” in ownership and other terms, in the interests of meeting 
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the stated housing target. Thus, our earlier duly made representations - to ensure the 
effectiveness of policy 7 - promoted a higher quantum of residential units (than 124) at the 
Strand, which the Council’s pre-Hearing amendments to the policy, and the minor revisions to 
Area of Change 10, have subsequently sought to address (through, inter alia, the former’s 
confirmation that the figure is to be treated as a minimum). These changes are supported to 
assist in delivering the required supply. 
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4 ISSUE 4: WHETHER THE PLAN MAKES SOUND PROVISION FOR A RANGE OF HOUSING TO 
MEET LOCAL NEEDS IN TERMS OF MIX, TYPE AND AFFORDABILITY 

 
(i) Having regard to the evidence base does the Core Strategy make adequate 

provision for delivery of family homes? 
(ii) Having regard to the large proportion of housing on Brownfield sites is it likely 

that there will be an over provision of flats? 

4.1 Clearly, in order to achieve a balanced mix of housing types, the Core Strategy must make 
adequate provision for a range of accommodation, including family units, albeit targeted to the 
existing, and predicted, needs of the Borough. 

4.2 In this respect, Worthing is included as a “District” within the West Sussex Strategic Housing 
Market Assessment, published in May 2009. This report notes that the housing offer in Worthing 
is focussed towards smaller properties (typically one and two bedroom) and that, in these terms, 
flats account for almost one-third of the total housing stock. A review of recent major 
development schemes highlights this trend.  

4.3 The nature of housing supply in Worthing is not surprising as the Borough, in geographical terms, 
is relatively constrained. That said, however, the Housing Market Assessment notes that (despite 
some demand for three/four bedroom properties) the trend in delivering one and two bedroom 
units in the Borough is reflective of market demand. Nearly two-thirds of those on housing waiting 
and transfer lists seek one bedroom properties, and a further 28% two bedrooms. Additionally, 
the Borough has an above average proportion of single persons, and pensioner households, and 
it is not unrealistic to conclude that there remains a valid role for flats to play in urban 
development schemes. 

4.4 Thus, it is suggested that – particularly if West Durrington is retained (but in any event) – the Core 
Strategy makes adequate allowance for families, particularly as large flats can accommodate – in 
principle – family units. As such, we do not consider that there will be an over provision of flats 
(particularly in the context of current demand), and our earlier representations in respect of Core 
Strategy Policy 8 seek a more flexible approach to the development of suburban/Brownfield 
opportunities. This will ensure that the aspiration to deliver larger family dwellings does not 
override the established principles of national planning policy - that being to maximise the 
potential of Previously Developed Land (PDL), particularly when it is sustainably located in, and 
abutting, local or district centres, and in an area that is highly accessible by public transport.  

4.5 The Council seemingly recognise this position and its proposed changes, to policy 7, are 
welcomed as a “step in the right direction” to making the Strategy sound. 
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5 ISSUE 5: WHETHER THE PLAN PROVIDES FOR A FLEXIBLE MIX OF OFFICE AND 
INDUSTRIAL UNITS TO STIMULATE EMPLOYMENT GROWTH AND STRENGTHEN THE 
PROSPERITY AND VITALITY OF THE TOWN AND THE WIDER AREA  

 
(i) Is the Core Strategy sufficiently clear about the contribution of each Area of 

Change in terms of the delivery of the required quantum of new industrial and 
office floorspace? 

5.1 The commentary associated with Area of Change no. 10 (as submitted and now drafted) does not 
expressly refer to quantum. This is considered appropriate, particularly in the current market, as 
the Strategy needs to provide for changing economic circumstances.  

5.2 In these terms, however, our client has made representations (in respect of policies 6, 7 and 8) to 
ensure that, for reasons of soundness, such flexibility is absolutely understood and interpreted 
appropriately in applying the Strategy relative to the former Lloyds Registrars building at the 
Strand. In particular, our client is keen to avoid any suggestion that the reference to existing office 
floor space can be inferred to deliver the exact quantum which currently exists on site (through 
redevelopment) or, in the alternative, to promote an office led scheme (neither of which, through 
active marketing of the property, the market can or will support).  This approach accords with the 
principles of PPS12, which advises that, to be “effective”, Core Strategies should be able to deal 
with changing circumstances whilst remaining deliverable. 

5.3 Essentially, in this respect, the Strategy is proactive in managing a mix of uses for the site and 
this position is further assisted by the minor and agreed revisions to Area of Change 10. 
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6 ISSUE 6: WHETHER THE PLAN ADVANCES A SOUND RETAIL STRATEGY 

 
(i) Will the vitality and viability of lower order centres be protected? 

6.1 The broad thrust of policy 6, as set out in the Core Strategy, is welcomed but, as reflected in our 
representations of June 2010, there are specific elements which should be addressed in order to 
ensure the approach is ‘sound’.  

6.2 In these terms, the policy fails to address a key component in protecting the vitality and viability of 
lower order centres. This is the proper assessment of the demise of defined centres relative to 
their surroundings and the associated identification of appropriate opportunities to expand the 
boundaries to consolidate, or improve, their health and position in the shopping hierarchy (which 
can then be advanced on the proposals map).  

6.3 One immediate opportunity should be realised. That is, the extension of the Strand 
neighbourhood centre to include, as a minimum, our clients land holdings. This is because the 
site abuts the defined centre (and thus is perceived to function and form part of it) and, further, 
already benefits from a retail consent. It also evidently accessible by public transport, lying 
between the existing centre and Durrington-on-Sea railway station. 

6.4 Such amendment – to the Core Strategy – would therefore better reflect national guidance and, 
further, an acknowledgment of the need to respond to changing circumstances “on the ground”. 
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7 ISSUE 9: WHETHER THE AREAS OF CHANGE (AOC) ARE A SOUND VEHICLE FOR THE 
DELIVERY OF REGENERATION AND CHANGE 

 
(i) Are all of the regeneration opportunities realistic and capable of delivery within 

the plan period? 

7.1 Our client’s interest (re: the former Lloyds Registrars building) is in Area of Change no.10 – The 
Strand. Indeed, it is central to that Area of Change and, thus, has the potential to act as a catalyst 
for the wider regeneration of the Strand. In this respect, our client is in a position to deliver – and 
wishes to find – an early mixed use solution for the site, largely due to the building being vacant 
since early 2009 and it status as sole land owner. 

 
(ii) In what way is the Council being pro-active in terms of driving forward 

regeneration in the Area of Change especially bearing in mind that some are 
old Local Plan Allocations? 

7.2 Our client has been in regular contact with the Council, since acquiring the building, in 2007. 
Various planning permissions have been secured to assist the building’s beneficial re-occupation, 
albeit no tenants – as yet – have been found. Latterly, therefore, we have been considering (and 
have been approached by the Council about) the wholesale redevelopment of the property. The 
Council has been co-operative and, to this effect, we have now jointly agreed minor amendments 
to Area of Change 10 to “draw out” and more readily clarify its original references to the site’s 
potential redevelopment. Thus, we are adopting a pro-active approach, to securing change, with 
the Planning Authority and this is further confirmed by the terms of the agreed Statement of 
Common Ground as submitted to this Examination. 

 
(iii) Has sufficient consideration been given to the viability of redevelopment within 

the Area of Change? 

7.3 The submission version of Area of Change no. 10 opens by referring to the redevelopment of our 
client’s premises but continues, repeatedly, to then talk about their refurbishment (including in 
respect of the identified development principles). In these terms, it could be argued that it does 
not give sufficient consideration to the intended (and originally cited) prospect of redevelopment 
coming forward nor, for that matter, the prominent role that retail/residential uses could/should 
play in driving change (whether as enabling development or in their own right). That said, the 
agreed minor amendments to Area of Change 10 assist in addressing this matter. 

 
(iv) Are the “site specific development principles” mentioned in Policy 3 and set out 

under each Area of Change sufficiently clear and focused to guide 
development? 

7.4 See comments above. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 In summary, on behalf of our client, we seek: 

 
(i) Confirmation that a “target” of 4,000 new homes is appropriate for the 

Borough, and that there is scope to accommodate more than 124 units at The 
Strand; 

(ii) The facilitation, through the Core Strategy, of an extended “neighbourhood 
centre” boundary to The Strand to include our client’s site, and 

(iii) In these terms, to secure the required amendments to policies 6, 7 and 8 and 
Area of Change 10. 

 

  


